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Several authors have attempted to analyse the regime of Congo s
Mobutu
a

but strong divergen es e ist bet een their

ounts
enty years after the fall of Mobutu it is still un lear
hether the regime as onsidered a loyal ally of the apitalist

est during the Cold ar or an autonomous player on the orld
stage either do e nd a lear ut analyti al model to under
stand the relations bet een Congo aire and its former
iser

olon

elgium n this ase there are in fa t too many deviations

from the traditional dependen y narrative to spea of the el
go airean relations being shaped by su h a onte t he elgian
politi al

orld divided by ethno linguisti

ith severe resistan e from a po erful and

tensions often met
al ulated

airean

resident inally the gradual erosion of the airean state and
personal reasons of individuals su h as the elgian ing s hef de
abinet instead of the end of the Cold ar as de isive in the
eventual rupture bet een elgium and aire and ing audouin
and resident Mobutu

Almost twenty years after the President of the
Republic of Zaire, Mobutu Sese Seko, ed the
country in 1997, a new biography by Le Monde
journalist Jean-Pierre Langellier attempted to
assess one of Africa s most long-lasting and colourful Presidents. While Mobutu s regime was
marked by crimes of blood, corruption and the
shameless looting of the nation s wealth, he was
not only a vulgar tyrant. As a bulwark against
communism, the friend of the West played a leading strategic role during the Cold War 1.

This new publication by Langellier certainly does
not re ect academic consensus, for the simple
reason that there is none. Guy anthemsche, for
instance, claimed that Mobutu was not just a
puppet on the string of the foreign powers 2. t is
indeed analytically more appropriate to put the
Zairean President in the position of a puppeteer
or, as close economic adviser to the President
ugues Leclerc imagined him in the position of
card player with four aces in his hand. The ace of
clubs was the nited States its input, the American power, the Cold War, links with the various
governments and Presidents throughout mysterious links with the C A, State epartment, amongst
other ties. rance functioned as ace of diamonds.
The ace of spades varied between srael, the Arab
countries, or the countries of astern urope such
as Romania and ugoslavia. ut Mobutu s ace of
hearts was elgium. After all, at the heart of his
diplomacy stood elgium in general, and the personal relations with audouin, ing of the elgians, in particular .

n this article, the relations between Zaire and
elgium will be at the centre of attention. A good
understanding between Zaire and elgium was
advantageous for both parties
elgian companies, such as the Union Minière du Haut-Katanga
M
or the major holding Société Générale de

Belgique SG had important activities in the former
elgian colony. Conversely, the Zairean regime
gladly made use of the e pertise of elgian advisers and C
s, and elgian backing of the regime
strengthened its credibility in the West. The uestion arises how these relations were shaped e actly.

ue to the idiosyncratic way in which Mobutu
managed his country s foreign and domestic politics, this study will argue that the central emphasis must be put on the agency of Mobutu in the
relations between Zaire and elgium. This brings
about certain uestions the particular structure of
both the elgian and Zairean states in uenced the
relations between the two countries. urthermore,
because some relations between a former colonial power and former colony are characterised as
patron-client relationships of dependency, it is useful to nd out whether elgo-Zairean relations were
shaped in a similar manner. n addition, it is important to analyse the construction of the Zairean state
with regard to the cultural and nationalist agenda
of Mobutu, since that process greatly in uenced
the ties between Zaire and elgium. This article is
divided into three parts. irstly, it discusses political ties with an emphasis on the personal relations between political actors. Secondly, economic
ties are e amined. Thirdly and nally, the cultural
schemes adopted by the Mobutu regime and its
relationship with the outside world are analysed.

The situation wherein one state was de ned by a
fractured political landscape, while another was an
authoritarian and personalised state is not uni ue
to the elgo-Zairean case. Jean- ran ois biang
pointed to a parado that e isted in ranco-Gabonese relations under the latter country s President
mar ongo ce sont principalement
les
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acteurs français qui, au nom de la stabilité, se sont
é ertués par di ers mo ens encourager le monolithisme politique au Gabon. Ce faisant, ils ont aidé le
président Bongo consolider un pou oir fort, durable et centralisé alors que, dans le même temps,
leur propre pou oir en rance de enait plus fragile . evertheless, compared to elgium, rance
had a more centralised African policy the cell
entrusted with African policy was directly located
in the lys e, and a range of highly in uential
civil servants such as Jac ues occart and Maurice
Robert were responsible for open and more covert
manoeuvres towards African states in spite of the
relativistic tone taken by occart, who stated in an
interview with Le igaro that i l n a amais eu
de politique Foccart and that the so-called réseau
occart were l in ention absurde de certains ournalistes en quête de sensationnel, ou d amateurs
de récits d a entures. 5. elgian personae such as
chef de cabinet to Minister of oreign Affairs enri
Simonet, Alfred Cahen, never achieved the level of
in uence as some rench advisers. Moreover, the
integration of the African policy into the elgian
Ministry of oreign Affairs did not go without dif culties in 19 , Jef an ilsen, chef de cabinet t
Minister of oreign Affairs armel entrusted with
evelopment Cooperation, worked together with
the chef de cabinet to armel entrusted with
oreign Affairs, tienne avignon. According to
an ilsen, avignon considered evelopment
Cooperation to be part of oreign Affairs, whereas
an ilsen considered armel to be a Minister in
charge with two relatively autonomous departents . These factors led to the elgian African
policy having a relatively weaker foundation than
ranco-African policy.

Mobutu managed to construct a Zairean state,
according to Gauthier de illers, but already
towards the end of the si ties, and much more after
the Zairianisation measures in the rst half of the
seventies, this construction lost its substance and
became a carcass that would break apart7. This disintegration of the Zairean state did not stop the new
leaders in the post-Mobutu era to build the new
emocratic Republic of the Congo on the foundations of the old regime. n this part, the political
relations between Zaire and elgium will be discussed. ecause these relations are often e plained
as an attempt by the elgian government to normalise the political ties between the two countries,
the concept of normalisation will rst be clari ed
and discussed. ollowing this, the fractured elgian
policy towards Zaire and the Zairean responses
will be discussed. As personal relations between
Mobutu, on the one hand, and elgian policymake s an hi h i nita ies, n the the han , a e c ucial, the connection between Mobutu and the ing
of the elgians will also be analysed.

e illers was responsible for coining the concept
of normalisation in the study of elgo-Zairean
relations. To him, it meant a growing awareness by
elgian politicians to rid elgo-Zairean relations
of the burdens of the colonial past, and an attempt
to depassionnate them . This implied the maintenance of the diplomatic principle of the recognition of states instead of regimes, which also meant
maintaining a certain distance from the rulers in
place . As we will see, this evolution was not a
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linear one as a conse uence of both elgian and
Zairean processes.

Throughout the whole chronology of events,
Mobutu s remarkable personality emerged as one
of the most signi cant aspects of elgo-Zairean
relations. Therefore, important elements of the rapport between representatives of the two countries
can be found in the area of personal and anecdotal modes of encounters. ndeed, in a foreword to
a book on emotions in international politics, Richard ed Lebow wrote that r eason and affect
are so closely entwined in formulating goals and
decisions that it is almost impossible to separate
them 1 . go-documents shed more light on these
instances, a source type underused by authors
such as de illers. The documentary Mobutu
oi du a re by Thierry Michel, which portrayed
several high-ranking politicians and éminences
grises, was called a n outstanding, even formidable, introduction to Mobutu s life and work by
avid an Reybrouck11 . ther valuable sources
where the individual materialises are memoirs
from politicians and sources of oral history.

Mobutu s politics of godfatherhood is but one of
many e amples of his personalised approach to
politics. e had twenty-one known children with

si different women 12. is rst son was born in
19
when the mother, his rst wife, was only
fourteen years old. That rst child, iwa, became
the godchild of elgian colonel Louis Marli re 1 .
As one of the most accomplished so-called
volu s 1 , having a elgian colonel as the godfather of your child would have been without a
doubt a prestigious affair for the volu . Mobutu
even asked ing audouin to become godfather
of one of his children15. inally, erman e Croo
indicated that Mobutu asked him to become the
godfather of another son. The elgian Minister
refused by saying to Mobutu that he is not Catholic. An agitated Mobutu responded that you are
indeed not a hypocrite, Mister Minister. veryone
would have crawled on their knees to become a
godfather of my son 1 .

The rst elgian Minister of oreign Affairs to
attempt to orient the country s Congo policy
towards a less privileged relationship and to avert
it from narrow politico-personal ties, was the
Christian emocrat Pierre armel, who held the
post from 19
until 197 17 . The Minister met
with resistance from the Congolese head of state
and was only partly successful in his endeavour.
n order to discuss the contentieu belgo-congolais, an issue which will be discussed further below,
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armel wanted to make a Ministerial visit to the
Congo. an ilsen advised him to go, whereas
avignon had an opposing opinion. ventually,
a letter by the ing s chef de cabinet Andr Molitor
persuaded armel to proceed with the visit. uring the visit, armel was not received by Mobutu
but by ulamba, deputy Secretary of State to the
Prime Minister. armel did not hide his discontent
with the situation, and refused to reopen negotiations of the Spaak-Tshombe accords of 19 1 .

armel s successor from 197 to 1977, Renaat
an lslande also a Christian emocrat , tried
to put forward a new vision of dissociation and no
concessions. issociation was also implemented
through development cooperation since taking
of ce, an lslande e plained, he propagated a
multilaterali ation of development cooperation
and a larger transfer of nancial means through
multilateral channels 1 . elgian political leaders
would never completely succeed with this. n this
instance, the Socialist Prime Minister dmond
Leburton would encumber an lslande s strategy, as a conse uence of the close friendship
between Leburton and Mobutu, as is shown
below 2 . According to then eputy Prime Minister Leo Tindemans, Leburton made a disproportionate effort to receive Mobutu in elgium on
9 March 197 21. After a dinner for Mobutu and
the two elgian eputy Prime Ministers, Tindemans and the Liberal Willy e Clerc , at the
Lambermont residence of the Prime Minister,
Leburton allegedly invited his table companions
to go to a russels night club after he already jokingly greeted them with the words
e ais ous
debaucher ce soir 22 . After Tindemans refusal,

e Clerc purportedly declined the offer as well .
The anecdotal passage in Tindemans memoirs
demonstrates the personal and affectionate style
of Leburton as an obstacle for an lslande in his
rather impersonal approach.

Socialist
enri Simonet, Minister of oreign
Affairs from 1977 to 19 , did not proceed to
depersonalise elgo-Zairean ties either. e would
serve as Minister of oreign Affairs uninterruptedly from 1977 to 19
under the governments
Tindemans , anden oeynants , and the rst
two Martens governments. They were all coalition
governments of Christian emocrats with Socialists, some with the addition of the lemish nationalist olksunie Tindemans , anden oeynants
, or the
, favourable to the language rights
of the rancophone population Tindemans ,
anden oeynants , Martens . Chef de cabinet
of Mark yskens, Alo s an de oorde, indicated
that the u
en i i net an his chef de cabinet Alfred Cahen tried to maintain, as well as
possible, the privileged relations between elgium and Zaire . Simonet was indeed considered Mobutu s personal friend in the period
around 197 when he was ice-President of the
uropean Commission and had not yet become
oreign Minister. 25 y contrast, e Croo has stated
that Mobutu loathed Simonet . This changing relationship was a well-calculated move by
Mobutu. When Simonet became oreign Minister
in 1977, he supplied his cabinet with two in uential civil servants with plenty of e perience and
knowledge of Central Africa. ne of his collaborators was Andr
nkelin , who would become
the elgian Ambassador to Zaire 7 . Most impor-
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tantly, Simonet chose the diplomat Alfred Cahen
who greatly admired Mobutu as his chef de
cabinet . ormer oreign Minister Pierre armel
would later recall that this Cahen already was a
personal friend of Mobutu when he was a stuent at the Uni ersité Libre de Bru elles L . 2
n 19 , Cahen obtained his Ph in law at the
L , where he also would become a researcher
at the department of applied economics. As a
researcher at the L , he supervised two illustrious Congolese students, namely Justin omboko
and Andr Mandi . e t to his focus on Africa,
Cahen stressed the importance of the orth-Atlantic partnership. or him, the centre of power
was in Washington, and he was an ac uaintance
of enry issinger. As Secretary-General of the
Western uropean nion W
, he coined the
Cahen octrine, stating that only states who are
members of AT and the C could become
members of the W . 1 i net e e e in his
e is t
un grand ser ice que obutu aura
rendu l ccident , because the President only
took uropean interests into account. As a diplomat who safeguarded his country s relationship
with the orth Atlantic world, Cahen understood
elgo-Zairean relations within this conte t, just
as Simonet did.

Simonet and Cahen tried to maintain the privileged
relations between elgium and Zaire . ut as elgian Minister of oreign Affairs during the Second
Shaba War, Simonet found himself in the eye of
the storm. uring the irst Shaba War, the elgian
government was an outgoing government, which
made its involvement less prominent than the
rench one at the time. rance was also less hes-

itant than the elgians to intervene for a second
time, for rance wanted to tighten its ties with the
Mobutu regime.
rench President al ry Giscard d staing s administration wanted to develop
a history of love with African regimes close to
rance. The reasons for elgium to intervene
were much more limited, according to Romain
akemtchouk, who wrote a standard work about
the Shaba wars
recusant toute action
caract re politique qui soutiendrait co te que co te
le regime en place Kinshasa, le gou ernement
de Bru elles s en tenait l idée d une inter ention
dite hu anitai e limitée dans le temps, et encore
celle-ci n était-elle en isage que comme ultima
ratio.
ventually, the Moroccan ing assan
would reconcile Mobutu and Simonet. When the
ing received Simonet on 1 July 197 , the latter
told assan that il ne cro ait pas
la moindre
alternati e de obutu , et que ce dernier s mbolisait pour lui l unité du a re .

ollowing Tindemans time in of ce as Minister
of oreign Affairs 19 1-19 9 , it became more
and more apparent that the special appeal Zaire
had in elgian political and foreign policy circles
had diminished with the passing of time. uring
the debate on his Africa ote in the Chamber of
Representatives in 19 , the general apathy of the
Members of Parliament was noteworthy. Christian emocratic Member of Parliament Renaat
Peeters remarked that he did not even have the
pleasure of greeting one rancophone member of
this Chamber. Their absence is what struck me 7.
Louis anvelthoven, Socialist Member of Parliament who monitored Zaire for his party, declared
in a similar vein that probably one of the rea-
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sons why the attention here today was not really
great, is the impossibility to treat problems on the
moment they arise .

nterest in Zaire slowly but surely declined in the
media, public opinion, and the elgian political
world. elgian citi ens who lived in the elgian
Congo, Mark yskens declared, had a sentimental
bond with the country and fell in love with it, not in
the least because they were pampered by their Congolese servants and others 9. ewer generations
did not have this particular bond with the country,
and nowadays
17 there is only one person from
the political establishment who knows Congo very
well and who is sympathetic towards it, namely erman e Croo . Moving further and further away
from the colonial period, elgo-Zairean relations
lost some of its sentimentality, and a good relationship with the former colony became less self-evident,
which paved the way for a more conditional political
cooperation with the Zairean establishment. yskens
would guide the elgo-Zairean relations towards a
virtual standstill when he was Minister of oreign
Affairs from 19 9 to 199 . n the Protocol of Rabat of
July 19 9, a clause on uman Rights was added.
n
April 199 , Mobutu announced the start of
a democratisation process. ut less than a month
later, during the night of 11 May 199 , several university students at the nversity of Lubumbashi were
killed by Zairean authorities after students started an
insurgency against other students from the uateur
region who were members of the campus security
apparatus 1 . elgium maintained a rm stance con-

demning the incident. The contradiction between
the speech of
April 199 and the behaviour of
the Zairean authorities on 11 May 199 did not
go unnoticed. ue to the gravity of the situation,
the events of Lubumbashi were certainly not a prete t for elgium to break with Mobutism and choose
the side of those in Zaire who wanted a truly new
system, but the elgian government did take the
opportunity to proceed with it . yskens reminded
his Zairean homologue gu a arl- - ond of the
content of the Protocol of Rabat, and said that the
uman Rights reference was not a stylistic device .
ventually, it was Mobutu who decided to proceed
with a unilateral rupture of development cooperation with elgium .

inally, in line with the S and most international
institutions, Socialist Minister Willy Claes 199 199 regarded Mobutu as the main obstacle for
the democratisation of Zaire. The S and elgium,
together with rance, coordinated their stance
towards the Mobutu regime through the so-called
roi a . e e plicitly called for a constructive
attitude, free of the sentimentality of yesteryear .
At the time, the elgian involvement in Africa was
more focussed on events in Rwanda when the
RP rebels invaded the country from ganda in
late 199 . President abyarimana asked for elgian support. ut of this e perience, Christian
emocratic Prime Minister Jean-Luc ehaene
199 -1999 learned that elgian military operations in former colonies could only make sense
if they were meant to organise the humanitarian
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evacuation of compatriots. elgium could not
afford to make a political intervention, unlike
rance ,
ehaene stated, because
elgium s
means were too limited 7.

As demonstrated, normalisation was oftentimes a
target for the elgian oreign Ministers, but was
never fully achieved. Reasons for this relative failure are manifold, but Rik Coolsaet pinpointed the
position of the Société Générale in Zaire as well as
in elgium as the most important one . Although
the holding was elgium s principal economic
factor in Zaire, Coolsaet s assessment did not take
the Zairean side into account. Through its nationalist project, the Mobutu regime adopted particular cultural schemes that modi ed the in uence
that elgium could e ert via its businesspersons
and political representatives. urthermore, one
of the main reasons why elgium did not succeed in having normalised ties with the regime
emanated from the Zairean President himself.
Mobutu needed elgium as a small partner , de
illers stated, sur lequel le grand a re pou ait
e ercer des pressions mena antes et des formes
de chantage 9. elgian reactions were however
inconsistent as a conse uence of the presence of
fracture lines in elgian politics and, in a wider
sense, in the elgian society.

As shown above, the elgian political landscape
was and is not only divided as a conse uence of
ideological differences and differences related to
the role of religion in society, but also of ethno-linguistic grounds. n one political party, there could
be a prevailing opinion on the lemish side which

was different to the view of the rancophone side.
The communal divide in elgium was important
to understand the relations between elgium and
Zaire, de illers summarised, but it did not correspond to a simple opposition between defenders
and adversaries of special ties with Zaire 5 .

uring the whole discussed period of this study,
the elgian political landscape was dominated by
the Christian emocratic Party PSC C P which
split into the rancophone PSC and lemish C P
in 197 . They were constantly part of the federal
government from 19
until 1999, and with the
notable e ception of Leburton, they always provided the Prime Minister during the same period.
The party strove to appeal to a broad electorate,
hence their stature as a people s party. The Liberal
party, on the other hand, never developed in a mass
party51. The third traditional party, the Socialist SP
PS , will be discussed further below. uring the
discussed period, the Christian emocrats always
governed together with at least one of the other
traditional parties. The relative stability in elgian
politics at the time is often e plained by the fact
that cultural heterogeneity was grouped into institutionalised pillars, a system called consociational
democracy or paci cation democracy by Lijphart
and uyse.52 The political landscape gets further
complicated by the so-called communal fracture
line, a con ict which reached cruising speed after
the Second World War. Mobutu often made use of
this divide, in the rst place on a discursive level.
ele ons simplement que la disparition des tentations tribales est tou ours plus lente qu on ne le
croit , he declared. Ce ne sont pas les Belges des
Fourons qui me démentiront . y saying this,
Mobutu simultaneously drew a controversial analogy between Zairean and elgian so-called tribes ,
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and put his nger on one of elgium s sore spots,
namely the communal fracture line.

Regarding the impact of fault lines within one party
on the elgian Zaire policy, the Socialist party PS
SP, afterwards split up in 197 in a lemish and
rancophone party serves as an illustrative e ample. The elgian Socialists left their biggest mark
on elgo-Zairean relations under Prime Minister Leburton, who led two governments between
197 and 197 . Prime Minister Wilfried Martens
C P frankly stated that Leburton was notorious for his alcohol consumption, his inclination
towards curvaceous women and his alienating
sympathy for strong leaders of totalitarian regimes
Tito, Ceausescu, Mobutu and the Shah of Persia .
According to arl- - ond in an interview with
German banker and M country director of Zaire
rwin lumenthal, journalist and Mobutu ally
Pierre avister took twenty million elgian rancs
in a suitcase from Mobutu for Leburton in 197 55.
The sympathy of the Socialists towards the totalitarian President of Zaire did not solely originate from
one political leader. A rancophone-dominated
group around the big hite chief, as Leburton was
jokingly called, was e ually benevolent with Zaire s
sole political party MPR . Simonet, for instance,
was part of this group. n 197 , a delegation of
the MPR, headed by arl- - ond, was invited at
the PS
SP s party congress. Already at that time,
Socialist politicians were divided in their opinion of
Zaire s sole party. efore the start of the congress,
in uential lemish journalist Manu Ruys mentioned
in e Standaard that not everyone in the Socialist
party might be happy with the Zairian intimacies , something which Ruys concluded after he

observed the parallel diplomacy of Leburton on
his isit t
inshasa 7. There were indeed tensions
during the party congress regarding the presence
of the Zairean delegations. President of the oung
Socialists, the leming Luc an den ossche, told
during his speech to the PS
SP party leaders that
the MPR delegation was out of place. This sparked
a big commotion in the room, provoking several
leaders, including Simonet, to e pressively protest
and gesticulate . ven lemish Socialist Member of
Parliament Jos an ynde described the erce protest of the oung Socialists in his article about the
congress in Socialist newspaper e ol sga et5 .
t not only shows a linguistic divide of politics, but
also the emergence of a new generation. rancophone Members of Parliament tended to show less
interest in foreign policy and the policy regarding
fundamental uman Rights, Louis anvelthoven
noted. lemish Socialists did not provide a government member on oreign Affairs or evelopment Cooperation, something which improved the
lemish Socialists objective and critical stance ,
he c ntinue . is remarks both showed that
political differences e isted between the two linguistic groups in the party, and that a new generation, which anvelthoven was af liated with, had
another stance towards Zaire. an en ossche,
as well as arel an Miert, party president of the
lemish SP between 197 and 19 9, were other
e amples of the new generation of mostly lemish
representatives who emphasised more and more
uman Rights. 1 uring the debate on Tindemans
Africa ote, anvelthoven criticised the note on
the grounds that it kept on defending the Western
industrialised world instead of the Zairean populati n . inally, on the rancophone side, the Third
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World arms trade was not seriously criticised due
to the commercial interests of the Wallonia-based
arms factory Fabrique
ationale d erstal.
Although
anvelthoven s post-factum remarks
should be treated with caution, there was indeed a
notable division between an older party establishment led by representatives as Leburton or leming
Jos an ynde, and a new, predominantly lemish
generation represented by anvelthoven and an
ie t , and the division regarding elgo-Zairean
relations did roughly coincide with this intergenerational dispute.

The disagreement regarding elgo-Zairean relations within the SP PS was undoubtedly a signi er rather than the reason behind the Socialists
from different linguistic groups growing apart
from one another. At the rancophone side, for
instance, there was a desire for more regional
autonomy in order to develop the Walloon economy, whereas the lemings were mostly reticent
with regard to communal uestions. The partition
of all three traditional political families in elgium
was indeed the most important political development of the seventies in elgium , and the role
of an Miert should not be underestimated in the
case of the Socialists, who would convince the
lemish wing of the party to abandon their communal reluctance, a process further accelerated
by the gmont pact .

The relationship between President Mobutu
and ing audouin was one of initial fondness
and eventual hatred. With Mobutu s connection
with elgium functioning as his ace of hearts ,
his personal relationship with audouin was at

the centre of his diplomacy 7 . Multiple factors
characterised the special relationship between
the two leading men.

At the time of the advent of the elgian nation in
1
, the position of the elgian ing was relatively restricted. e was not granted e ecutive
powers of his own, and his ministers were fully
responsible for decisions made by the governent . very Royal ecree and royal speech had
to be countersigned by the relevant minister, and
private conversations between the Monarch and his
invitees were not released for the public through
the so-called colloque singulier rule. The function
of the ing did not evolve into a purely ceremonial
one, which meant that ing audouin still retained
relatively much de ure power, certainly compared
to some uropean colleagues. e was able to
appoint government formateurs, a ise his inisters, signed Royal ecrees, and granted pardons
to certain prisoners. owever, audouin started
his reign in a weak position because of his young
age he was twenty years old when he took the
constitutional oath in 19
and the controversial
behaviour of his father, ing Leopold , during and
after the Second World War. According to Guido
eyrbaut, assistant to audouin s informal adviser
Cardinal Suenens, audouin a ait une trouille de
mort de de enir roi 9.

uring the Congo Crisis, however, he became
more in uential. When Congo s rst Prime Minister, Patrice mery Lumumba asked and obtained
support from the
in order to end the atangese secession, audouin tried to prevent the blue
helmets from entering the province by trying to
dismiss the Gaston yskens
government. n
addition to this changing position, it should also
be taken into account that ing audouin was a
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staunch Catholic. The impact of the ing s devotion to the Catholic Church on his relation with
Mobutu was seemingly parado ical. audouin
sympathised with Mobutu because the latter was
pro- elgian, and a dam against the Godless Communism. n some circles in russels and Washington, Lumumba was perceived as a Communist, an
assertion which the employees at the elgian Ministry of oreign Affairs knew was false, according
to diplomats tienne avignon and Jean-Paul an
ellinghen7 . evertheless, audouin received a
letter of elgian major Guy Weber of the atangese secession army on
ctober 19
where
Weber declared that Mobutu and Tshombe made a
deal that they neutralise complétement et si possible ph siquement
umumba 71. The ing did
not alert the government, but instead sent a letter
to secessionist atanga s President Mo se Tshombe
where he praised his statesmanship and disapproved of Lumumba7 . audouin s piety was thus
a catalyst for his disapproval for Lumumba and his
initial support for Tshombe and Mobutu s deal.

Conversely, the de facto rupture between Zaire
and elgium during the period 199 -7 was partly
caused by the religious and moral convictions of
the ing and his entourage. uring the royal visit
to Zaire in 19 , the elgian sovereign insisted
on the respect of uman Rights in a speech. This
conscience grew with the appointment of Jac ues
van persele de Strihou as audouin s chef de
cabinet in 19 7 . Regarding the events at the
niversity of Lubumbashi in May 199 , van persele was particularly negative and said that it
was a shame 7 . The elgian government reacted
by insisting on economic and social measures to

restore the climate of trust with the World ank
and the M 7 . The Zairean government, through
the channel of national press agency AZAP, reacted
by disclosing sensitive information about the elgian royal family, namely about Prince Albert, the
ing s brother. At that time, audouin stopped
every friendly contact with the Zairean President.
ventually, two heads of state were not invited to
the ing s funeral in 199
ra s Saddam ussein,
7
and Mobutu . n this chain of events, the role of
the religious and moral convictions and personalities of individuals as ing audouin and chef
de cabinet van persele were thus more important
than the role of broader geopolitical considerations such as the decline in strategic importance
of Central Africa after the Cold War.

Although ties between Mobutu and audouin
were at times cordial, they were never openly
affectionate. audouin was known to be someone who had a distant and regal appearance, and
his reserved behaviour stood in contrast with the
characters of some rench Presidents vis- -vis their
rancophone African homologues. al ry Giscard d staing, Jean- ran ois biang recounted,
a ue
une grande pro imité quasi affecti e
a ec les chefs d État africains 77. n Mobutu
oi du a re, one can watch Prime Minister Jac ues
Chirac make a statement after an encounter with
Mobutu in 19 . e declared that s agissant
de moi, ous sa e que ai pour lui des sentiments tr s profonds et tr s respectueu , mais qui
sont aussi des sentiments de l affection.
isca
d staing declared in the same documentary that
he is un ami personnelle du résident- ondateur
Mobutu 7 . Affectionate reasons to maintain the
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relationship were thus not the principal reason
as mentioned above, audouin found in Mobutu an
ally in the containment of Godless Communism.
ut one must also take into account the reasons
Mobutu had to befriend audouin. n reality, it is
more appropriate to state that Mobutu made use
of audouin the closeness of the two sovereigns
followed a conjunctural pattern, and this was
oftentimes caused by the desires and political calculation of Mobutu. n this regard, Mobutu sometimes tried to atter audouin, for instance during
the ing s visit to Zaire in 19 , or conversely tried
to put pressure on elgium by disclosing sensitive
information about the ing s brother.

Tukumbi Lumumba- asongo did not eschew
grand words when he wrote in 199 that Mobutu
enjoyed massive support
for more than
twenty years from the elgian state and from
elgian nancial interests in Zaire, and that the
persistence of colonial structures in the period
of Congolese Zairean independence
was a
particularly remarkable factor that determined
political and economic relations between elgium and Zaire 79. et, the chronological course of
events seems to contradict Lumumba- asongo s
claim. n a disposition where both parties had
economic gains to preserve, provocations from
both sides were more often than not answered
with a lacklustre response. n his conclusion,
Lumumba- asongo reiterated that post-colonial
relations between Mobutu, the elgian government, and elgian business have continued to be
those of client-patron . n her Ph. ., lise orbes
Pachter admitted that a linear patron-client relationship between the S and Zaire was tempered
by Mobutu s search for alternative patrons and his

initiatives that were sometimes contrary to the
1
inte ests the
. She nevertheless compressed
this research result into a short time frame of
197 -197 , namely the time of Mobutu s travels
to orth orea and China, his speech at the
in
197 , and the Zairianisation measures. There are,
however, at least two other important periods that
showed a certain independent decision-making
power of the Zairean elite. Thus, three episodes in
the economic elgo-Zairean relations deserve to
be e amined in greater detail in this chapter the
discussions of the portfolio of the elgian Congo
after independence, the so-called contentieu belgo-congolais the three-stage ac uisition process
of companies, namely Zairianisation, radicalisation and retrocession and the debt restructuring
process, part of the so-called grand affrontement.

f one event in particular could support the aforementioned statement of Lumumba- asongo, it
would be the agreement concluded by Congolese Prime Minister Tshombe and elgian Minister of oreign Affairs Paul- enri Spaak in 19 ,
just before Mobutu displaced President Joseph
asavubu. The rst considerable con ict between
elgium and the newly independent Congo
emerged out of a divergence of views of the portfolio of the elgian Congo, consisting of nancial
securities, participations, and receivables that the
colonial state ac uired, and the allocation of the
debt burdens contracted by the colony. The Congolese wanted to take over the assets but not the
liabilities, whereas the elgians wanted the independent Congo to take over the assets as well as the
liabilities. Moreover, the elgian Congo dissolved
the Comité Spécial du Katanga CS , a company
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which received participations in operating companies such as the UMHK in return for mining
concessions that they granted in the territories
allocated to the CSK 82. Congo would only acquire
a participation of 16.94 % of the shares of UMHK
after independence, because CSK held 25.41 %
ownership of UMHK and public authorities
owned the other two thirds of CSK. Since Tshombe
needed e ternal help to maintain the country s territorial integrity, he found himself in a less powerful position towards the government Spaa .
ith Mobutu in power after 24 ovember 1965,
the Congolese negotiating position hardened
considerably. The resident launched a series of
drastic actions in order to do away with Mobutu s
competitors of the irst epublic and to con rm
the country s economic independence from the
former coloniser. decree law of une 1966 dictated to foreign companies whose main activities
were in the Congo to have their headquarters in
the country. Coinciding with the decree law, the
a a i a law provided the state with all land, forest
and mining rights conceded or granted before
independence without compensation 8 . UMHK
refused to move their headquarters to Kinshasa,
a point of view shared by the elgian government. ollowing this, the resident of aire forced
UMHK to become a Congolese company and it
was e propriated on 1 ecember 1966 84. new,
de facto state owned company called
comin
later
camines was founded to ta e over the
activities. gain, elgian diplomacy, led by Harmel, treaded carefully and appeased the airean
regime. nstead of emphasising the questionable
legality of aire s demarches, russels found a

technical solution which resulted in a cooperation agreement on 15 ebruary 196 whereby the
Soci t
n rale des Minerais (SGM), the for er
sales agent of UMHK and company of the S ,
would ta e over certain activities of
comin
such as production and commercialisation 85.
n 19 2,
camines was put under direct control
of Mobutu 86 . Moreover, after the 1965 coup d tat,
Tshombe went into e ile in Madrid. n March
196 , he was sentenced to death in absentia for
high treason. ne of the charges against him was
that he had a ted to the detr ent of the e onomic independence of the country when he
signed the elgo Congolese agreement with aul
Henri Spaa , olf admann e plained 8 .

n this series of events, diplomatic tensions did not
rise to a critical level which could be e pected
from such a sudden change in behaviour of the
airean regime to the detriment of elgian interests in the country. second, and even more critical episode, was the airianisation measures of
ovember 19 . n this policy, the airean
state con scated enterprises and properties of foreign elgian, ree , ortuguese,
owners and
distributed them to aireans. This engendered
economic disaster on an unprecedented scale 88,
as one author puts it, and was characterised by
improvisation and uncertainty.
ccording to
Honor aelinc , elgian former C
of airean
national transport rm
T , this set into
motion the death of the Congo , and still lingers
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on today 89. The unusual decision ma ing process
preceding the airianisation uncovers an important but unclear aspect of elgo airean relations.
t shows that elgians in the entourage of Mobutu
did not always act in the interests of their native
country and although airianisation did not go
against the interests of elgium, as shown below,
it was however detrimental to the interests of certain elgians. Mobutu needed economic advisers,
as he did not have the e pertise himself . s brilliant a communicator as Mobutu, he was an
equally great op as an economist , an eybrouc e plained . arth l my isengimana, chef
de cabinet of Mobutu and nown not to be very
fond of elgium, was one of those advisers who
told him to proceed with airianisation, together
with some advisers of elgian nationality . anthemsche noticed that the presence of those elgians advisers at the highest political level of aire
might have been counter productive for elgian
interests. n 19 4, for instance, elgian ambassador Charles Kerremans warned rime Minister
Tindemans against certain elgians in Mobutu s entourage 9 . Hugues eclercq, in particular,
is cited as a main driving force behind the airiansat on eas res 94.

authier de illers was categorical in his assessment of elgium s reaction l e coup de tonnerre
de la a rianisation clatera dans une p riode car

act ris e par la multiplication des isites pri es
et le triomphe de la diplomatie de l affection Il ne
su ra as briser le harme. . rime Minister
eburton declared in the Senate that our relations with aire are those of an independent state
with another independent state and the government follows the evolution of the situation day
by day 96 . eputy rime Minister e Clercq went
one step further, stating that it does not loo
li e the airianisation measures affect the interests of the elgian state 9 . dmittedly, individual elgians were certainly affected, but the big
elgian economic players in the country seemed
to be safeguarded against the lion s share of the
measures. ccording to Socialist Member of arliament im eldolf, the most important and
wealthiest groups negotiated their own interests
with the airean authorities in private. etro na,
SGM and the Compagnie Maritime elge ( M )
reached agreements with aire, he concluded 98.
fter all, Congo aire n est pas l affaire des bel
ges, mais l affaire de belges , de illers noted .

fter airianisation came the radicalisation. The
obvious failure of the former policy had to be
altered in order to undo the personal enrichment
of the transferees. rom 1 anuary 19 5 onwards,
the airean resident decided that the state would
ta e over all large companies, with the e emption
of foreign companies . The two policies were
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comparable neither was thought out nor carefully implemented . adicalisation also meant
an unmista able abandonment of economic
liberalism and an inclination towards a Chinese
and orth Korean in uenced economic system.
Mobutu did indeed visit China and orth Korea
in ecember 19 4, and was persuaded into a
two day meeting of the olitical ureau on the
amanyola, the airean presidential ship. s a
result of the meeting, ten scourges of airean
society were identi ed, denouncing the consumption society, individualism and egoism, in ation
as being inherent in the liberal economy, amongst
other scourges . The improvised radicalisation measures proved to be counterproductive.
n several stages in 19 5 and 19 6, the policy of
r trocession was implemented. t was announced
on 25 ovember 19 5 that 4 % of the shares of
enterprises will be returned to the original owners.
n September 19 6, the second stage of r troces
sion (the d radicalisation provided former owners
with up to 6 % of shares, provided that they nd
airean buyers for the remaining 4 % 1 . Most
original owners were no longer interested in the
least to ta e over non performing enterprises 1 4.

The Mobutu regime was not predestined to
introduce this three stage process. n Paroles du
pr sident, a boo let outlining Mobutu s ideas and
comparable with Mao s Red oo or the later
reen oo of ibyan leader Muammar adda ,
the airean resident clearly and succinctly
described his views on the country s economy
in 1968
ous n a ons nullement l intention de
transformer le Congo en d mocratie populaire ou

de contester les pou oirs de d cision et de gestion
du patronat es entreprises pri es constituent
l armature m me de la ie é n mique ng laise
et e n ai ni l intention, ni le d sir de porter atteinte
au droit l gitime de propri t
. aire was not the
only frican state which too over foreign owned
enterprises. eslie ood recognised a veritable
tide of ta eovers in sub Saharan frica between
196 and 19 5, including states such as hana,
Kenya, and igeria1 6. The sheer scale and questionable legality of the three stage operation, arguably the most sweeping and comprehensive set
of nationali ing measures yet underta en in independent frica 1 , however, contrasted with the
apathetic response of the elgian political leaders.
They did not decide to push through a diplomatic
rupture, and did not terminate the elgo airean
friendship treaty of 29 une 1969. The rst real
clash between the airean regime and the former
coloniser did not happen because of airianisation. ather, it was a consequence of Mobutu s
e treme sensitivity towards the elgian public
opinion 1 8. n 19 4, Chom published ascension
de Mobutu The publication was so compromising for the resident that the author was assaulted
by a proponent of Mobutu, according to information available in a later publication of the boo
.
rance banned the boo on the grounds of outrage
towards a foreign head of state for diplomatic reasons. The elgian government e pressed in a letter
to the airean head of state that they regret the
publication of the boo , but do not have the legal
tools to prohibit the sale of the boo in elgium.
This statement provo ed Mobutu to end the aforementioned friendship treaty on 1 May 19 4 .
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This bilateral quarrel did not have an immediate
effect on aire s relations with the United States
during a conversation between Kissinger and a
airean delegation under the lead of Minister of
oreign ffairs Umba di utete in ugust 19 4,
the latter e pressed Mobutu s concerns regarding
elgium s alleged efforts to discredit aire in the
eyes of foreign investors . Kissinger then reiterated
the US s support for aire, and went on to discuss
the situation in ngola. The appeasing approach
from the US can hardly be dissociated from the
mutual interests of the US and aire in ngola .

Mobutu s reliance on rhetoric and public opinion over sound and rigorous economic policy
is shown by events in the second half of the
198 s. rom the 19 s onwards, the retton
oods institutions and Club of aris engaged in a
series of reform plans and debt restructurings for
the Congo. or instance, 19 9 saw a aris Club
rescheduling and an M stabilisation plan in
198 there was a ondon Club rescheduling in
1981 there was another aris Club debt rescheduling, in addition to the ve devaluations of the
aire currency in the period . n 1988, rime
Minister Martens went on an of cial visit to aire.
The conclusion by certain Members of arliament
of the iberal opposition that the visit was ill prepared is correct, partly because the government
was incapable of formulating a coherent aire
policy11 . ebt restructuring was the hot topic
in particular during the visit, and elgium s confused and muddled stance contrasted with aire s

well orchestrated theatre play. n its rst act,
Mobutu already ventilated his grievances towards
the M and elgium s role in an interview with
Siradiou iallo in eune A rique, two months
before the visit. M director general Michel
Camdessus, Mobutu told iallo on board of the
amanyola, umped on an airplane after encountering Mobutu in ashington, to engage in a real
complot with the elgians, against aire and its
chief 114 uring Martens visit from
ctober
until 6 ovember 1988, Mobutu made use of a
tr e gesti ulati n
litique, as raec man stipulated . The resident became grumpy , Martens
recalled, when the dossier of debt restructuring was tabled. Canada cancelled aire s debt,
Mobutu e plained, and est ermany promised
to cancel aire s bilateral debt with the country.
Those are countries that have never colonised
us , he said to try to convince Martens. t is stri n that the
esterners ha e n ented
an
ights only after they were chased out of their colonies , Mobutu said, repeating his oft used strategy of putting pressure on elgium by referencing
the colonial past and its in ustices.116 ew attac s
were launched against elgium in the following
months. Mobutu tried, for instance, to re open the
contentieu 11 . He even threatened to submit the
contentieu to the nternational Court of ustice
in The Hague118. elgium became more conciliatory at the 1989 rancophone Summit in a ar,
proposing a full cancellation of the government
bonds, and to ma e an effort on the guaranteed
accounts payable. This was interpreted on the
airean side as an engagement from the elgians
to cancel all debts and was framed by Mobutu
as l esprit de Da ar . uring the discussion on
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the implementation of the Dakar propositions,
new Belgian Foreign Minister Mark Eyskens and
Zairean Foreign Minister Karl-I-Bond did not reach
an agreement. Personal friend of Mobutu, King
Hassan II of Morocco, mediated between the two
countries, and the Protocol of abat was signed
120
on
uly
. Mobutu s e entual ac uiescent attitude might ha e a rather mundane e planation Eyskens recalled in his memoirs that it was
only after drinking a large glass of champagne that
Mobutu ordered Karl-I-Bond to nalise the agreem 121. he Protocol was an unbalanced te t
pro iding a net bene t to Zaire 122.

De illers summarised that the President tried to
break the front of creditors by using his weakest
link, Belgium. ometimes he blew hot, sometimes he blew cold.
E en at the time when
his strong position was already se erely eroded,
the President still succeeded in maintaining a
strong bargaining position in Dakar and abat.
year after abat, howe er, the e ents of ubumbashi, and the personal attacks at Baudouin, as
already mentioned, were miscalculations of a
President in a weak position.

hrough the concurring processes of nationalism and the construction of an alleged authentic
Zairean culture, Mobutu and the nation s state
ideologues tried to instrumentalise se eral aspects
of nationalism to their bene t. e eral audiences
had to be balanced against one another in this
endea our it had to appeal to the citi ens of
Zaire, who needed to be rallied behind the same
nation, and had to be sub ected to the authori-

tarian Zairean chief. econdly, the greater frican
and hird orld community were also watching
what was going on in the country. astly, estern
obser ers were a third audience.

In May
, Mobutu s ideology of re ours
l authenti it was communicated through the
Mani esto o
ele
er the ne t few years,
the name of the country ongo, the ongo i er,
and the ongolese Franc changed to Zaire. People also had to assume new frican names and
had to abandon their original, hristian birth
name. his was a deliberate strategy by Mobutu
in curtailing the in uence of the atholic hurch
in Zaire, led by ardinal oseph Malula who
criticised the personal enrichment of the ruling class. Furthermore, the nationalis e a rois
authentique, as it was called by regime ideologue
Manwana Mungongo in a different publication,
usti ed the strong authority of Mobutu
ous
venons de souligner un autre trait onda ental de
la on e tion u lea er en rique : le ara t re
autoritaire e trait s e lique ar la hiloso hie
antoue as unique ent es on itions e ie
en rique ont ren u n essaire un ou oir autor
itaire qui, sans tre assi ile si
la i tature,
s a ro he a antage e la ontrainte que e la
li ert au sens o idental du ter e
.

For Zairean audiences, authenti it was primarily meant to thwart the regime s loss of legitimacy
amongst the citi ens of Zaire.
as this re ours
l authenti it then simply a ruse
charming ideology meant to disguise a deeper reality , an eybrouck asked himself. es, it was. nd that deeper
reality was Mobutu had started caring less and less
about his people 12 . ther authors were e ually
critical about authenti it , with rawford oung for
instance calling the mo ement high in symbolic
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connotations of Zairean culture, though low in
speci c content 126. Indeed, some authors, such as
Young, viewed authenticité as an absurdity.

Zairean nationalism resonated throughout the
whole Third World. In his speech at the UN General Assembly on 4 October 1973, the Zairean
resident declared that his country suffered
above all because of the greed of the West and
the ast 127 . In 1
, he claimed, slave traders of
the period met in erlin and, li e vultures, carved
up the African continent among themselves 12 .
e further praised Zairean cooperation with North
orea and hina, while at the same time announcing the brea ing off of diplomatic relations with
Israel129 . Afro Arab solidarity, Young and Turner
mentioned, had to eclipse the history of amicable
relations with Israel 13 . The speech also attracted
attention from the West. uring a discussion
between obutu, U resident ichard Ni on and
his ecretary of tate enry issinger at the time
of obutu s visit to the U right after the speech
at the UN, Ni on was surprisingly appeasing
towards his Zairean homologue. e understood
that obutu must maintain a position of credibility vis a vis his colleagues in the Organi ation of
African Unity , and additionally, issinger stated
that he will give Zaire s Ambassador the possibility to directly contact issinger instead of going
through the routine channels 131 .

Going bac to the lin with the Third World,
authenticité sought to associate Zaire with these
countries on a more cultural level.
obutu s
rhetoric was aimed at African and Third World

audiences, for many Third World leaders initially
viewed obutu as a neo colonial creation, put in
power and supported by the IA and other Western political and economic interests 132 . art of its
appeal as historical phenomenon, an eurden
claimed, lies in the ambiguous nature of authenticité as a legitimisation for an authoritarian
state, as well as having an intellectual appeal
that connected it to a pan African tradition 133.
Authenticité and obutism the personality cult
that replaced authenticité were inspired by certain Third World cultural e pressions. In 1973
and 1974, obutu paid state visits to the eople s
epublic of hina and the emocratic eople s
epublic of orea, respectively 134. According to
obutu, hinese leader ao Zedong said to him
obutu, it is you
now well that I admire you,
you are courageous I delivered arms, munitions,
money to your adversaries to ght against you. You
have won. I have a lot of respect for you 13 . Apocryphal or not, the citation shows a durable partnership between the two non aligned countries.

The sartorial side of authenticité lin ed Zaire with
the rest of the Third World. A particular garment
was created to replace the prevailing Western style
business attire. This two piece suit with sil foulard,
called abacost aft
bas le costume was completely
n nt d136 . urprisingly, obutu did not only loo
at Zaire to draw inspiration for his out t. It bears
stri ing resemblances with suits that ao and Indian
rime inister awaharlal Nehru wore. or other
Third World leaders, authenticité f n t n d a
an e ample for their nationalist pro ects. imilar
schemes were adopted by the regimes of uatorial
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Guinea, Gabon and Togo137. or instance, resident
tienne yad ma of Togo changed his original baptismal name to Gnassingb . e e pected Togolese
t n t d th a 13 .

inally, building upon ansina and Tempels,
authenticité pro ected an image to the West which
they already understood and accepted as authentic . Not only Aim
saire s and opold dar
enghor s concept of négritude was a source of
inspiration, the standard wor on African philosophy by the elgian missionary lacide Tempels, antu hiloso hy was used in the ideology
f authenticité139 . y all means, Tempels was a
child of his time , as one author stated 14 , and
it can be debated whether a antu philosophy
e ists or e isted. Applying Tempels teachings to
the Zairean case becomes even more problematic,
as obutu originated from the Ngbandi people,
who use a non antu language. Nevertheless,
ungongo reconciled Tempels notion of the life
force n antu hiloso hy with the regime s claim
of hegemonic leadership. A leader is authoritarian,
ungongo claimed, because he is antu. pon
taneous obedience of Africans to strong authorities
is not enslavement, according to the authenticité
ideology, but is based on the antu philosophy
of the vital force141 . antu hiloso hy is e plicitly mentioned in the bibliography at the bac of
ungongo s boo 142. Additionally, elgian anthropologist and historian an ansina wrote in 1966
that the cultures of ongo are much ali e when
compared to other African cultures and even more
when compared to other cultures of the world 143 .
ansina was also involved in the authenticité a paign on a more direct level in 1967, during a

dinner with the resident and one of his economic
advisers, elgian ban er ac ues de Groote, ansina came up with the term aire as a name for
ongo s national currency as it designates in different local languages, including i ongo, the river
which swallows all streams 144 . This was four
years before the country and ongo river would
be renamed in the same fashion. inally, as unn
e plained,
obutu was accepted by the West
because he was not threatening Western notions
of the self while simultaneously reinforcing their
notions of the African Other 14 . The delicate balance between different audiences and notions of
authenticity thus reveal the comple ity of this e ercise, which was less super cial than some authors
as an eybrouc believed.

The ideology of
obutism followed authenticité
from uly 1974 onwards, and was de ned by the
teachings, speeches, thoughts and actions of the
146
. Impressed by
résident-fondateur of the
the state visits to the eople s epublic of hina
and the emocratic eople s epublic of orea,
obutu notably retained the personality cult of
the ommunist countries. obutu ept on representing the nation as a whole until the very
end in 1997, even when it became clear that the
obutu regime was on its last legs from the rst
half of the 199 s onwards. Abandoned by elgium and having lost its strategic position in the
eyes of the U , obutu s position was not durable
anymore. As icing on the ca e, he suffered from
terminal cancer. is disease became a popular
trope for himself, Zaireans, and foreign observers
to characterise the regime and state as a whole 147.
oil que le enne i e notre peuple oi i -
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sent le moment o e suis terrassé ar la maladie
our me oignarder dans le dos , obutu told
a crowd with a trembling voice in 1996, car ils
a ent e que l intégrité u territoire repré ente
mes yeu 14 . Zaireans were so creative to dub
the new aire bills of the engo government of
anuary 1997 rostates 149. ust li e
obutu s
prostate cancer was cancerous throughout his
whole body, the new aire bills spread rapidly
to the point where it harmed the economy the
population could remember the hyperin ation
of 6
in 1996 1 . The i ulia olongo government, right before the fall of the regime, could
only print e tra money in order to pay cler s as
well as soldiers. The new aire bills were called
uteni a s, after the outh African war vessel on
which outh African resident Nelson andela
tried to mediate between obutu and abila1 1.
At the run up and conclusion of obutu s fall
around ay 1997, elgian newspapers began to
publish cartoons which depicted obutu as a sic
an 1 2. amples include obutu s to ue sin ing
n th
a 1 3 or being eaten by mice li e a piece of
wiss cheese 1 4.

It is impossible in the scope of one article of this
nature to discuss the whole political, diplomatic,
and economic history of elgo Zairean ties in
e tenso ather, this article tried to provide some
arguments to put elgo ongolese relations bac
on the academic agenda. Isidore Ndaywel

N iem already in 2 6 realised that the historiographic dynamic of the years following ongolese independence with standard wor s such as
th Congo series of the
I
was completely
disintegrated to the point where only the contemporary history section of the oyal useum of
entral Africa under the lead of de illers studied
the realities in the
, ne t to very few other
e amples 1 . There are, however, several wor s
written outside an academic conte t which consider obutu era ongo Zaire 1 6. Although most
of those studies succeeded in putting certain
e cesses on the agenda, and rmly so, they did
not provide a detailed brea down of the architecture behind elgo Zairean relations. This is
not to say that those e cesses did not form part
of this architecture not only Zairean citi ens, but
the whole world too note that rime inister
variste imba was hung in a stadium in inshasa,
or people could read that former oreign inister
arl I ond was tortured by con dants of obutu
in his cell by placing clamps on his testicles, and
then electrocuting him until he relieved himself 1 7.

A rst concluding remar in dissecting elgo Zairean
relations is that many instances where obutu acted
against the interests of elgium or elgians were
met with a lac lustre response from the elgian
side. In this regard, it would be dif cult to maintain
the perspective of olette raec man that la elgique était le tuteur e o utu, outenait o utu
mais le faisait a ec l accord et l a ui des américains right until 199 1 . As umumba asongo
noted, the elgian state did not develop any clear
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and strong opposition to obutu s regime 1 9. This
was partly because of the personal contacts some
elgians had with the resident, certainly in the
early days of in uential personal friends of obutu
such as eburton. Although genuine personal sentiments were certainly a factor, the lumenthal report
demonstrated that corruption was a determinant in
some of these relations. The economic interests of
elgium were also partly defended through separate
deals with the Zairean regime of important companies such as U
, which tempered the economic damage elgium and elgians suffered by
Zairianisation. Yet, the most decisive factor of this
lac lustre response should be found at the Zairean
d th
e traor inaire a ileté politique 16 f
obutu fre uently made him stand out, for instance
during debt restructuring tal s or the re opening of
th contentieu

This political de terity was also certainly demonstrated in his ability to balance his foreign policy
between different international partners. When he
needed goodwill from his Western allies, he could
install or re install reputable politicians such as
on engo wa ondo or arl I ond. If the need
to strengthen ties with the ommunist bloc arose,
the regime adapted their economy to a state led
model. Af nity with the rest of the African continent
was ta en care of through the instalment of a supposed authentic consciousness, a scheme which
was adopted in several other African countries.

The highly personal relations between elgian
and Zairean actors were also a decisive factor in
elgo Zairean relations.
ost prominently, the
relation between ing audouin and resident
obutu was a signi er of the relations between
the countries in general initial reciprocal sym-

pathy and eventual antipathy. Through different
strategies, obutu tried to oin sides with many
individuals. The personal nature of his foreign policy did not always succeed, certainly in the case of
elgium, and this eventually turned obutu into a
pariah at the international level.

The absence of an unconditional alignment with
the West did not mean that the old War did not
play any role in obutu s policy. In 197 , issinger
called him strongly pro Western and called
ongo one of our policy successes in Africa ,
alluding to the idea that the United tates cocooned
the ongo and, more speci cally, obutu. 161

Alo s an de oorde discerned around ve main
factors that made elgium less interested in Zaire
as time went by the strongly declined commercial
and economic relations, the foreign ta eover of the
Société Générale in 19 , the disappearance of the
strategic importance of Africa and Zaire caused
by the end of the old War, the strongly declined
image of resident obutu in his own country as
well as abroad, and the in uence of the ocialists
n th
n nt 162. At the Zairean side, the old
War did not play a primary role in the decline of
the state in Zaire. That state developed in an autonomous way, in compliance with a proper logic.
a n e la guerre froi e ne onnera que le oup
de gr ce , de illers summarised 163, but the contribution of the end of the old War seems even more
minor than that. The ties between obutu and his
Western partners already loosened considerably
before 1991. With regard to elgium, audouin s
focus on uman ights during his 19
visit to
Zaire, and the winding down of formal relations
after the events of ubumbashi in 199 are e emplary cases.
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With the loss of elgian interest in ongo Zaire,
and the deli uescence of the obutu regime, did
the memory of obutu soon fade away, as anu
uys believed164 The years following the fall of
obutu rightly received a great deal of scholarly
attention, undoubtedly because social, economic,
and geopolitical events evolved rapidly, but at
least one palpable remnant of the regime is still
present some veterans from the obutu era have
been rehabilitated by the new regime, such as cur-

rent spo esman of the residential ma ority Andr
Alain Atundu, once general administrator of the
Zairean National ervice of Intelligence and rotection NI . ore generally, obutu s heritage
is much more cultural than political , Tshitenge
ubabu declared 16 . Twenty years after the fall of
th
, th résident-fondateur still fascinates
some audiences, as shown by the new biography
of angellier, or the special dossier about obutu
n eune Afrique166.
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